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The Royal Navy of Nelson’s time was not short of heroes, nor of outstanding achievements,
but even in this crowded field the career of Captain John Quilliam stands out – so often the
right man in the right place at the right time, he was justly described by a contemporary as ‘the
favourite of fortune’. Born on the Isle of Man 250 years ago, Quilliam has until now evaded
detailed study of his extraordinary life. Indeed, while celebrated as a Manx hero, in the wider
world beyond the Island one of the most important men on the quarter deck of HMS Victory at
the Battle of Trafalgar remains largely unrecognised. Trafalgar, however, was not even the
high point of Quilliam’s professional journey. From the lowest rung of the ladder in the
dockyard at Portsmouth he climbed to become Victory’s First Lieutenant, having already
survived two of the bloodiest sea-battles of the era at Camperdown and Copenhagen. In the
process he won a share in undreamed of wealth through the seizure of one of the largest hauls
of Spanish gold ever taken by the Georgian navy. Promoted Post-Captain, Quilliam reached
the apogee of his profession, commanding frigates in the Baltic and on the Newfoundland
station in the War of 1812. There, in a bizarre twist worthy of a novel by O’Brian or Forester,
he defeated an accusation of shirking an engagement with the American super-frigate
President in a Court Martial brought by his own First Lieutenant. This first full biography of a farfrom-ordinary naval officer is itself an unusual collaboration between three writers, each
interested in different aspects of Quilliam’s career, but united by a belief that it deserves a
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wider audience.
The Crimean War was fought far from its namesake peninsula in Ukraine. Until now, accounts
of Britain's and France's naval campaigns against Czarist Russia in the Baltic, White Sea, and
Pacific have remained fragmented, minimized, or thinly-referenced. This book considers each
campaign from an imperial perspective extending from South America to Finland. Ultimately,
this regionally-focused approach reveals that even the smallest Anglo-French naval campaigns
in the remote White Sea had significant consequences in fields ranging from medical advances
to international maritime law. Considering the perspectives of neutral powers including China,
Japan, and Sweden-Norway, allows Rath to examine the Crimean conflict's impact on major
historical events ranging from the 'opening' of Tokugawa Japan to Russia's annexation of large
swaths of Chinese territory. Complete with customized maps and an extensive reference
section, this will become essential reading for a varied audience.
Wonderful Adventures of Mrs. Seacole in Many Lands (1857) is one of the earliest
autobiographies of a mixed-race woman. In her autobiography, Seacole records her bloodline
thus: "I am a Creole, and have good Scots blood coursing through my veins. My father was a
soldier of an old Scottish family." Legally, she was classified as a mulatto, a multiracial person
with limited political rights. Seacole emphasises her personal vigour in her autobiography,
distancing herself from the contemporary stereotype of the "lazy Creole", She was proud of her
black ancestry, writing, "I have a few shades of deeper brown upon my skin which shows me
related - and I am proud of the relationship - to those poor mortals whom you once held
enslaved, and whose bodies America still owns." She also became widely known and
respected, particularly among the European military visitors to Jamaica who often stayed at
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Blundell Hall. She treated patients in the cholera epidemic of 1850, which killed some 32,000
Jamaicans. However, the erection of a statue of her at St Thomas' Hospital, London, on 30
June 2016, describing her as a "pioneer nurse", has generated controversy and opposition
from supporters of Florence Nightingale. Earlier controversy broke out in the United Kingdom
late in 2012 over reports of a proposal to add her to the UK's National Curriculum.
This book is a comparative study of military operations conducted my modern states between
the French Revolution and World War I. It examines the complex relationship between political
purpose and strategy on the one hand, and the challenge of realizing strategic goals through
military operations on the other. It argues further that following the experience of the
Napoleonic Wars military strength was awarded a primary status in determining the
comparative modernity of all the Great Powers; that military goals came progressively to distort
a sober understanding of the national interest; that a genuinely political and diplomatic
understanding of national strategy was lost; and that these developments collectively rendered
the military and political catastrophe of 1914 not inevitable yet probable.
This collection of essays demonstrates the critical role of Sir Julian Corbett (1854-1922) in the
development of maritime strategy and sea power theory in the early 20th century. His close
connections with Alfred T Mahan and William S Sims helped reinforce the trans-Atlantic axis of
sea power theory and naval education. Corbett worked closely with Admiral Lord Fisher
(1840-1920) to enhance the strategic planning of the Royal Navy, and compiled the official
history of the First World War.
From the end of the Mongol Empire to today, Russian history is a tale of cultural, political,
economic and military interaction with Western powers. The depth of this relationship has
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created a geopolitical dilemma: Russia has persistently been both attracted to and at odds with
Western ideas and technological development, which have tended to threaten Russia's sense
of identity and create destabilizing divisions within society. Simultaneously, deepening
involvement in Western international affairs brought meddling in Russian domestic politics and
military invasion. This book examines how the centuries-old Western threat has shaped
Russia's political and strategic structures, creating a culture of security rooted in vigilance
against Western influence and interference.
In September 1854, the armies of Britain, France and Turkey invaded Russia in what was to
become the Crimean War. In the months that followed over half a million soldiers fell. They
died from bullet wounds and shrapnel, cholera and disease, starvation and freezing in a
medieval conflict fought in a modern age. But what is rarely appreciated is that this
extraordinary struggle was fought not only in the Crimea, but also along the Danube, but in the
Arctic Ocean, in the Baltic and Pacific. Few wars in history reveal more confusion of purpose or
have had greater unintended consequences. Alexis Troubezkoy's new history traces the
causes of this most senseless of wars and sketches a vivid picture of the age which made it
possible, interweaving descriptions of the Russian, Turkish and British armies with the
principals of the drama — Napoleon III, Marshal St. Arnaud, Lord Raglan, the great Russian
engineer Todleban, Florence Nightingale, Nicholas I, and his magnificently terrible Russian
empire.

The Crimean War combines an extraordinary oral and visual account of the
Crimean War -- including many photographs and accounts never previously
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published. The history is told from eyewitness accounts from people on all sides
of the conflict (British, French, Russian and Turkish) -- in the forms of letters and
diaries of soldiers, sailors, doctors, artists, nurses and reporters. And as the
Crimean War was the first war to be photographed and to which war artists were
assigned, the book is heavily illustrated with striking images of war. The
combination of art and personal accounts makes for an incredibly fascinating and
original perspective on the events.
"Sevastopol Sketches (Sebastopol Sketches)" is a collection of three works of
historical fiction in which Tolstoy draws upon his real life experiences during the
Siege of Sevastopol. The titular location draws its name from that of a city in
Crimea and takes place during the Crimean war. The three tales in this collection
are respectively titled "Sevastopol in December," "Sevastopol in May," and
"Sevastopol in August." In the December tale Tolstoy introduces us to Sevastopol
by giving the reader a tour and introducing us to the settings, mannerisms, and
background that would relevant in the following tales. In the May tale Tolstoy
examines the senselessness of war, musings that would lay the foundation for
his much larger work and magnum opus "War and Peace." In the third and final
tale the fall of the town is detailed. Published in 1855 "Sevastopol" was written
near the beginning of the author's literary career. It is a book in which we begin to
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see the writer exhibit a quality of prose that would one day establish him as the
greatest of all writers in the Russian and any other language.
First published in the year 1857, the present book 'Wonderful Adventures of Mrs.
Seacole in Many Lands' was written by Mary Seacole. As evident from the title,
this is a fictional novel of women's adventures.
Crimea: The Great Crimean War, 1854-1856 by Trevor Royle The Crimean War
is one of history's most compelling subjects. It encompassed human suffering,
woeful leadership and maladministration on a grand scale. It created a heroic
myth out of the disastrous Charge of the Light Brigade and, in Florence
Nightingale, it produced one of history's great heroes. New weapons were
introduced; trench combat became a fact of daily warfare outside Sebastopol;
medical innovation saved countless soldiers' lives that would otherwise have
been lost. The war paved the way for the greater conflagration which broke out in
1914 and greatly prefigured the current situation in Eastern Europe.
The Habsburg Empire's grand strategy for outmaneuvering and outlasting
stronger rivals in a complicated geopolitical world The Empire of Habsburg
Austria faced more enemies than any other European great power. Flanked on
four sides by rivals, it possessed few of the advantages that explain successful
empires. Yet somehow Austria endured, outlasting Ottoman sieges, Frederick the
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Great, and Napoleon. A. Wess Mitchell tells the story of how this cash-strapped,
polyglot empire survived for centuries in Europe's most dangerous neighborhood
without succumbing to the pressures of multisided warfare. He shows how the
Habsburgs played the long game in geopolitics, corralling friend and foe alike into
voluntarily managing the empire's lengthy frontiers and extending a benign
hegemony across the turbulent lands of middle Europe. The Grand Strategy of
the Habsburg Empire offers lessons on how to navigate a messy geopolitical
map, stand firm without the advantage of military predominance, and prevail
against multiple rivals.
BOOK TWO OF THE WYNFIELD SERIES From the chaos of an extensive slum
known as Bermondsey, Wynfield finds himself in the Crimea where he
experiences a military campaign that makes Bermondsey look orderly. The
spring of 1854 was filled with violence, deceit, and bereavement, and marked the
end of Wynfield's reign as the king of the Bermondsey slums. His memory
shattered and his perception of reality distorted, he falls under the influence of an
unlikely patron-the ruthless Lord Lucan. Known to his Irish tenants as "the
exterminator," Lucan plans to mold his ward into a brainwashed ally for his
upcoming Crimean campaign. While in the company of some frightfully
incompetent and arrogant generals, Wynfield travels to the Crimea as a junior
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officer in the British cavalry. There he catches a glimpse of the personal war
between Lords Lucan and Cardigan, which results in the blunder known as the
Charge of the Light Brigade, and discovers the darker side of the saintly Florence
Nightingale. Short-lived alliances with comrades who would never make it home
to England, and haphazard sexual encounters with women he would never see
again, challenge Wynfield's innate sense of loyalty. Having seen so many heroes
trampled and so many cowards exalted, Wynfield must choose sides and, in so
doing, shape the course of the rest of his life.
The true story of how Britain's maritime power helped gain this country
unparalleled dominance of the world's economy, Admirals celebrates the rare
talents of the men who shaped the most successful fighting force in world history.
Told through the lives and battles of eleven of our most remarkable admirals men such as James II and Robert Blake - Andrew Lambert's book stretches from
the Spanish Armada to the Second World War, culminating with the spirit which
led Andrew Browne Cunningham famously to declare, when the army feared he
would lose too many ships, 'it takes three years to build a ship; it takes three
centuries to build a tradition.'
Our fascination with the drama of war at sea is as strong today as it was in the
heyday of the sailing ship.This book, written by one of the world's foremost
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authors on naval warfare, describes the dramatic battles of an age when sail was
supreme. Andrew Lambert's comprehensive history examines key naval conflicts
from the highest strategic level right down to the experience of the ordinary sailor.
Fully illustrated throughout, this book incorporates computer-generated
cartography that brings the sea battles to life. An in-depth look at ship design and
the "floating culture" onboard The Anglo-Dutch Wars of 1650–74, when English
commanders challenged Dutch sea power with superior speed, close quarters
fighting, and fireships The rise and fall of the French Navy under the Sun King,
Louis XIV The Napoleonic Wars, the defeat of the French fleet, and the rise of
British Royal Navy hero Admiral Lord Horatio Nelson
In 1845 Captain Sir John Franklin led a large, well equipped expedition to
complete the conquest of the Canadian Arctic, to find the fabled North West
Passage connecting the North Atlantic to the North Pacific. Yet Franklin, his ships
and his men were fated never to return. The cause of their loss remains a
mystery. InFranklin, Andrew Lambert presents a gripping account of the worst
catastrophe in the history of British exploration, and the dark tales of cannibalism
that surround the fate of those involved. Shocked by the disappearance of all 129
officers and men, and sickened by reports of cannibalism, the Victorians recreated Franklin as the brave Christian hero who laid down his life, and those of
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his men. Later generations have been more sceptical about Franklin and his
supposed selfless devotion to duty. But does either view really explain why this
outstanding scientific navigator found his ships trapped in pack ice seventy miles
from magnetic north? In 2014 Canadian explorers discovered the remains of
Franklin's ship. His story is now being brought to a whole new generation, and
Andrew Lambert's book gives the best analysis of what really happened to the
crew. In its incredible detail and its arresting narrative, Franklin re-examines the
life and the evidence with Lambert's customary brilliance and authority. In this
riveting story of the Arctic, he discovers a new Franklin: a character far more
complex, and more truly heroic, than previous histories have allowed. '[A]nother
brilliant piece of research combined with old-fashioned detective work . . . utterly
compelling.' Dr Amanda Foreman
The Crimean War is full of resonance - not least, the Charge of the Light Brigade,
the Siege of Sevastopol and Florence Nightingale at Scutari with her lamp. In this
fascinating book, Clive Ponting separates the myths from the reality, and tells the
true story of the heroism of the ordinary soldiers, often through eye-witness
accounts of the men who fought and those who survived the terrible winter of
1854-55. To contemporaries, it was 'The Great War with Russia' - fought not only
in the Black Sea and the Crimea but in the Baltic, the Arctic, the Pacific and the
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Caucasus. Ironically, Britain's allies were France, her traditional enemy, ably
commanded (from home) by Napoleon III himself, and the Muslim Ottoman
Empire, widely seen as an infidel corrupt power. It was the first of the 'modern'
wars, using rifles, artillery, trench systems, steam battleships, telegraph and
railways; yet the British soldiers wore their old highly coloured uniforms and took
part in their last cavalry charge in Europe. There were over 650,000 casualties.
Britain was unable fully to deploy her greatest strength, her Navy, while her Army
was led by incompetent aristocrats. The views of ordinary soldiers about Raglan,
Cardigan and Lucan make painful reading.
War, Law and Humanity tells the story of the transatlantic campaign to either
mitigate the destructive forces of the battlefield, or prevent wars from being
waged altogether, in the decades prior to the disastrous summer of 1914.
Starting with the Crimean War of the 1850s, James Crossland traces this
campaign to control warfare from the scandalous barracks of Scutari to the
shambolic hospitals of the American Civil War, from the bloody sieges of Paris
and Erzurum to the combative conference halls of Geneva and The Hague,
uncovering the intertwined histories of a generation of humanitarians, surgeons,
pacifists and utopians who were shocked into action by the barbarism and
depravities of war. By examining the fascinating personal accounts of these
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figures, Crossland illuminates the complex motivations and influential actions of
those committed to the campaign to control war, demonstrating how their labours
built the foundation for the ideas – enshrined in our own times as international
norms – that soldiers need caring for, weapons need restricting and wars need
rules.
A major history of the British Empire’s early involvement in the Middle East
Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt in 1798 showed how vulnerable India was to attack
by France and Russia. It forced the British Empire to try to secure the two routes
that a European might use to reach the subcontinent—through Egypt and the Red
Sea, and through Baghdad and the Persian Gulf. Promised Lands is a panoramic
history of this vibrant and explosive age. Charting the development of Britain’s
political interest in the Middle East from the Napoleonic Wars to the Crimean War
in the 1850s, Jonathan Parry examines the various strategies employed by
British and Indian officials, describing how they sought influence with local Arabs,
Mamluks, Kurds, Christians, and Jews. He tells a story of commercial and naval
power—boosted by the arrival of steamships in the 1830s—and discusses how
classical and biblical history fed into British visions of what these lands might
become. The region was subject to the Ottoman Empire, yet the sultan’s grip on
it appeared weak. Should Ottoman claims to sovereignty be recognised and
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exploited, or ignored and opposed? Could the Sultan’s government be made to
support British objectives, or would it always favour France or Russia? Promised
Lands shows how what started as a geopolitical contest became a drama about
diplomatic competition, religion, race, and the unforeseen consequences of
history.
Please note that the maps available in the print edition do not appear in the
ebook. From "the great storyteller of modern Russian historians," (Financial
Times) the definitive account of the forgotten war that shaped the modern age
The Charge of the Light Brigade, Florence Nightingale—these are the enduring
icons of the Crimean War. Less well-known is that this savage war (1853-1856)
killed almost a million soldiers and countless civilians; that it enmeshed four great
empires—the British, French, Turkish, and Russian—in a battle over religion as well
as territory; that it fixed the fault lines between Russia and the West; that it set in
motion the conflicts that would dominate the century to come. In this masterly
history, Orlando Figes reconstructs the first full conflagration of modernity, a
global industrialized struggle fought with unusual ferocity and incompetence.
Drawing on untapped Russian and Ottoman as well as European sources, Figes
vividly depicts the world at war, from the palaces of St. Petersburg to the holy
sites of Jerusalem; from the young Tolstoy reporting in Sevastopol to Tsar
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Nicolas, haunted by dreams of religious salvation; from the ordinary soldiers and
nurses on the battlefields to the women and children in towns under siege..
Original, magisterial, alive with voices of the time, The Crimean War is a
historical tour de force whose depiction of ethnic cleansing and the West's
relations with the Muslim world resonates with contemporary overtones. At once
a rigorous, original study and a sweeping, panoramic narrative, The Crimean War
is the definitive account of the war that mapped the terrain for today's world..
Winfried Baumgart's masterful history of the Crimean War has been expanded
and fully updated to reflect advances made in the field since the book's first
publication. It convincingly argues that if the war had continued after 1856, the
First World War would have taken place 60 years earlier, but that fighting
ultimately ceased because diplomacy never lost its control over the use of war as
an instrument in power politics. With 19 images, 13 maps and additional tables
as well as a brand new chapters on 'the medical services', this expanded and
fully-updated 2nd edition explores * The origins and diplomacy of the Crimean
War * The war aims and general attitudes of the belligerent powers (Russia,
France, and Britain), non-belligerent German powers (Austria and Prussia) and a
selected number of neutral powers, including the United States * The
characteristics and capabilities of the armies involved * The nature of the fighting
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itself The Crimean War: 1853-1856 examines the conflict in both its Europe-wide
and global contexts, moving beyond the five great European powers to consider
the role and importance of smaller states and theatres of war that have otherwise
been under-served. To this end, it looks at fighting on the Danube front, the Black
Sea, the Baltic Sea, the Caucasian battlefield, as well as the White Sea and the
Pacific, with final chapters devoted to the Paris peace congress of 1856, the end
of the war and its legacy. This book remains the definitive study of one of the
most important wars in modern history.
In the summer of 1812 Britain stood alone, fighting for her very survival against a vast
European Empire. Only the Royal Navy stood between Napoleon's legions and ultimate
victory. In that dark hour America saw its chance to challenge British dominance: her troops
invaded Canada and American frigates attacked British merchant shipping, the lifeblood of
British defence. War polarised America. The south and west wanted land, the north wanted
peace and trade. But America had to choose between the oceans and the continent. Within
weeks the land invasion had stalled, but American warships and privateers did rather better,
and astonished the world by besting the Royal Navy in a series of battles. Then in three titanic
single ship actions the challenge was decisively met. British frigates closed with the
Chesapeake, the Essex and the President, flagship of American naval ambition. Both sides
found new heroes but none could equal Captain Philip Broke, champion of history's greatest
frigate battle, when HMS Shannon captured the USS Chesapeake in thirteen blood-soaked
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minutes. Broke's victory secured British control of the Atlantic, and within a year Washington,
D.C. had been taken and burnt by British troops. Andrew Lambert, Laughton Professor of
Naval History in the Department of War Studies at King's College London, brings all his
mastery of the subject and narrative brilliance to throw new light on a war which until now has
been much mythologised, little understood.
How a strategist's ideas were catastrophically ignored in 1914--but shaped Britain's success in
the Second World War and beyond Leading historian Andrew Lambert shows how, as a
lawyer, civilian, and Liberal, Julian Corbett (1854-1922) brought a new level of logic, advocacy,
and intellectual precision to the development of strategy. Corbett skillfully integrated classical
strategic theory, British history, and emerging trends in technology, geopolitics, and conflict to
prepare the British state for war. He emphasized that strategy is a unique national construct,
rather than a set of universal principles, and recognized the importance of domestic social
reform and the evolving British Commonwealth. Corbett's concept of a maritime strategy,
dominated by the control of global communications and economic war, survived the debacle of
1914-18, when Britain used the German "way of war" at unprecedented cost in lives and
resources. It proved critical in the Second World War, shaping Churchill's conduct of the
conflict from the Fall of France to D-Day. And as Lambert shows, Corbett's ideas continue to
influence British thinking.
This book studies Crimean War nursing from a transnational perspective setting nursing in the
five combatant armies into the wider context of European statecraft.
'Fascinating . . . Shot through with fresh insights . . . No previous biography has attempted
anything so comprehensive.' Observer Nelson is a thrilling new appraisal of Horatio Nelson,
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the greatest practitioner of naval command the world has ever seen. It explores the
professional, personal, intellectual and practical origins of one man's genius, to understand
how the greatest warrior that Britain has ever produced transformed the art of conflict, and
enabled his country to survive the challenge of total war and international isolation. In Nelson,
Andrew Lambert - described by David Cannadine as 'the outstanding British naval historian of
his generation' - is able to offer new insights into the individual quality which led Byron rightly to
celebrate Nelson's genius as 'Britannia's God of War'. He demonstrates how Admiral Nelson
elevated the business of naval warfare to the level of the sublime. Nelson's unique gift was to
take that which other commanders found complex, and reduce it to simplicity. Where his
predecessors and opponents saw a particular battle as an end in itself, Nelson was always a
step ahead - even in the midst of terrifying, close-quarters action, with officers and men struck
down all around him. 'Excellent . . . Worthy of the stirring events [it celebrates].' Independent
With this richly illustrated history of industrial design reform in nineteenth-century Britain, Lara
Kriegel demonstrates that preoccupations with trade, labor, and manufacture lay at the heart of
debates about cultural institutions during the Victorian era. Through aesthetic reform,
Victorians sought to redress the inferiority of British crafts in comparison to those made on the
continent and in the colonies. Declaring a crisis of design and workmanship among the British
laboring classes, reformers pioneered schools of design, copyright protections, and
spectacular displays of industrial and imperial wares, most notably the Great Exhibition of
1851. Their efforts culminated with the establishment of the South Kensington Museum,
predecessor to the Victoria and Albert Museum, which stands today as home to the world’s
foremost collection of the decorative and applied arts. Kriegel’s identification of the significant
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links between markets and museums, and between economics and aesthetics, amounts to a
rethinking of Victorian cultural formation. Drawing on a wide range of sources, including
museum guidebooks, design manuals, illustrated newspapers, pattern books, and government
reports, Kriegel brings to life the many Victorians who claimed a stake in aesthetic reform
during the middle years of the nineteenth century. The aspiring artists who attended the
Government School of Design, the embattled provincial printers who sought a strengthened
industrial copyright, the exhibition-going millions who visited the Crystal Palace, the lowermiddle-class consumers who learned new principles of taste in metropolitan museums, and the
working men of London who critiqued the city’s art and design collections—all are cast by
Kriegel as leading cultural actors of their day. Grand Designs shows how these Victorians vied
to upend aesthetic hierarchies in an imperial age and, in the process, to refashion London’s
public culture.
This book analyzes the Crimean War from the Ottoman perspective based mainly on Ottoman
and Russian primary sources, and includes an assessment of the War s impact on the
Ottoman state and Ottoman society.
In contrast to every other book about the conflict Andrew Lambert's ground-breaking study The
Crimean War: British Grand Strategy against Russia, 1853-1856 is neither an operational
history of the armies in the Crimea, nor a study of the diplomacy of the conflict. The core
concern is with grand strategy, the development and implementation of national policy and
strategy. The key concepts are strategic, derived from the works of Carl von Clausewitz and
Sir Julian Corbett, and the main focus is on naval, not military operations. This original
approach rejected the 'Continentalist' orthodoxy that dominated contemporary writing about the
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history of war, reflecting an era when British security policy was dominated by Inner German
Frontier, the British Army of the Rhine and Air Force Germany. Originally published in 1990 the
book appeared just as the Cold War ended; the strategic landscape for Britain began shifting
away from the continent, and new commitments were emerging that heralded a return to
maritime strategy, as adumbrated in the defence policy papers of the 1990s. With a new
introduction that contextualises the 1990 text and situates it in the developing historiography of
the Crimean War the new edition makes this essential book available to a new generation of
scholars.
The Routledge Handbook of the Crimean War is an edited collection of articles on the various
aspects of the Crimean War written by distinguished historians from various countries. Part I
focuses on diplomatic, military and regional perspectives. Part II includes contributions on
social, cultural and international issues around the war. All contributions are based upon
findings of the latest research. While not pretending to be an exhaustive encyclopaedia of this
first modern war, the present volume captures the most important topics and the least
researched areas in the historiography of the war. The book incorporates new approaches in
national historiographies to the war and is intended to be the most up-to-date reference book
on the subject. Chapters are devoted to each of the belligerent powers and to other peripheral
states that were involved in one way or another in the war. The volume also gives more
attention to the Ottoman Empire, which is generally neglected in European books on the war.
Both the general public and students of history will find the book useful, balanced and up-todate.
“Hilariously funny.”—The New York Times Book Review “Great dirty fun!”—Grand Rapids Press
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“The most entertaining anti-hero in a long time… Moves from one ribald and deliciously corrupt
episode to the next… Wonderful and scandalous.”—Publishers Weekly The fourth volume of
memoirs in which Harry Flashman confronts destiny with Lord Cardigan and the Light Brigade.
Part of the Flashman series, comprising Flashman, Royal Flash, and Flash for Freedom,
among others, which explores the successful though scandalous later career of the bully in
Tom Brown's School Days.
This is a study of the British military intelligence operations during the Crimean War. It details
the beginnings of the intelligence operations as a result of the British Commander, Lord
Raglan's, need for information on the enemy, and traces the subsequent development of the
system.
From an acclaimed naval historian, Crusoe's Island charts the curious relationship between the
British and an island on the other side of the world: Robinson Crusoe, in the South Pacific. The
tiny island assumed a remarkable position in British culture, most famously in Daniel Defoe's
novel. Andrew Lambert reveals the truth behind the legend of this place, bringing to life the
voices of the visiting sailors, scientists and artists, as well as the wonders, tragedy and
violence that they encountered.
21st Century Corbett is a collection of essays demonstrating the critical role Sir Julian Corbett
played in the development of maritime strategy and sea power theory in the early twentieth
century. His close connections with Mahan and Sims helped reinforce the trans-Atlantic axis of
education and thinking on sea power. Corbett worked closely with First Sea Lord Admiral John
Fisher (1841 1920) to enhance the strategic planning of the Royal Navy, and compiled the
official history of the First World War."
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A gripping chronicle of the personal and national rivalries that led to the twentieth century’s
first great arms race, from Pulitzer Prize winner Robert K. Massie With the biographer’s rare
genius for expressing the essence of extraordinary lives, Massie brings to life a crowd of
glittery figures: the single-minded Admiral von Tirpitz; the young, ambitious Winston Churchill;
the ruthless, sycophantic Chancellor Bernhard von Bülow; Britain’s greatest twentieth-century
foreign secretary, Sir Edward Grey; and Jacky Fisher, the eccentric admiral who revolutionized
the British navy and brought forth the first true battleship, the H.M.S. Dreadnought. Their story,
and the story of the era, filled with misunderstandings, missed opportunities, and events
leading to unintended conclusions, unfolds like a Greek tragedy in this powerful narrative.
Intimately human and dramatic, Dreadnought is history at its most riveting. Praise for
Dreadnought “Dreadnought is history in the grand manner, as most people prefer it: how
people shaped, or were shaped by, events.”—Time “A classic [that] covers superbly a whole
era . . . engrossing in its glittering gallery of characters.”—Chicago Sun-Times “[Told] on a
grand scale . . . Massie [is] a master of historical portraiture and anecdotage.”—The Wall Street
Journal “Brilliant on everything he writes about ships and the sea. It is Massie’s eye for detail
that makes his nautical set pieces so marvelously evocative.”—Los Angeles Times
The Crimean WarBritish Grand Strategy against Russia, 1853–56Routledge
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